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Chapter 2175

“Sister Wenwen, don’t you?” “They will always be the guests of our store. If they are
driven away, it will affect the reputation of our store.”

Seeing that things are unmanageable, Tan Xiaojing hurriedly persuades.

“What kind of shit guests are they.”

“I think they are just here to make trouble.”

“I will ask you one last thing, do I go by myself or let me call someone to drive you
away?” Chen Wenwen has completely impatient with Mark. .

After all, if she lost customers like Zhang Wenya because of the two of them, it would be
a big loss.

However, in the face of Chen Wenwen’s scolding, Helen Qiu remained unmoved, her
stunningly pretty face did not reveal the slightest panic or embarrassment.

Tan Xiaojing was slightly surprised by the kind of chaotic aura.

Sure enough, Mark stood up at this time, stood in front of Helen Qiu, looked at Chen
Wenwen, and said in a low voice, “Do you dare to insult me?” “Now, I will give another
opportunity to reorganize the language.”

“Oh F*ck, give me a chance? You are awesome?” Chen Wenwen laughed immediately
after hearing it.

In that laughter, there was ridicule.

“What’s the matter?” “What happened?” At this time, the movement here naturally
attracted the attention of many people.

Soon, the lobby manager of the bridal shop walked over and asked Xiang Chen
Wenwen what happened.

“Manager Sun, you came just right.”



“These two people came to the store to make trouble, which seriously affected the mood
of the guests.”

“I drove them away, but they won’t leave.”

“And threatened me.”

Chen Wenwen saw the lobby manager coming over , As if he had found a backer, his
waist straightened suddenly, and he immediately complained to the manager.

“Oh, what about this?” Manager Sun frowned, and continued, “Wenwen, you continue to
entertain Miss Zhang. He is a distinguished customer of our store and can’t slack off.”

“As for the rest, leave it to me. After manager Sun calmed down, he immediately looked
at Mark and the two.

“This gentleman, we still have to do business, so if you don’t buy a wedding dress,
please leave.”

Manager Sun was polite at first when he spoke to Mark.

“Who said we don’t buy it.”

“You can wrap this wedding dress. We want it.”

Mark said lightly, and the words were full of heroism.

When everyone present heard it, they were all stunned.

“Sir, are you sure you are joking?” “This wedding dress is hand-sewn by master
craftsmen. Not only is the fabric made of Jiangnan special silk, the phoenix pattern on it
is sewn with gold thread.”

“Plus the phoenix crown. Inlaid diamonds and gold ornaments.”

“Total value, reaching 5.2 million.”

“Sir, are you sure you want to buy?” Manager Sun’s words were full of doubts.

As if for fear that Mark might have misunderstood the unit, Manager Sun deliberately
emphasized the word “10,000”.

“It’s just a few million. If Helen likes it, it means buying your entire store, and it’s no
longer a problem. Why confirm?” Mark replied lightly.

“I’m hungry and mow the grass!” “You bought the whole shop?” “I’m afraid it will make
you pretend to be broken!?” Chen Wenwen’s face was dark at the time, and she looked
at Mark like an idiot.



In the end, she didn’t bother to pay attention to Mark and looked at the manager directly:
“Manager Sun, don’t talk nonsense with him, these two people are either mentally ill, or
they are here to make trouble.”

“Just call the security to drive away.”

However, to Chen Wenwen’s surprise, Manager Sun shook his head.

As a lobby manager, he has met many big people.

Among them are some big guys, dressed in plain clothes and restrained, but with
extraordinary tolerance.
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Therefore, Manager Sun also began to doubt that the couple in front of them might not
be as simple as they might seem.

Therefore, he was not angry, nor did he drive Mark and the others away.

Instead, he smiled politely: “Since this gentleman has decided to buy, he just doesn’t
know whether to pay by card or cash?” “Let me go, Manager Sun, you don’t really
believe his nonsense, do you?” Chen Wenwen saw it and went straight I’m in a hurry.

However, before Manager Sun could answer, Zhang Wenya on the side grabbed Chen
Wenwen.

“Since the young master Kuo wants to buy it, I will give him a favor and let him go.”

“Young Master Kuo, should you pay?” Zhang Wenya sneered, standing beside her with
her hands in her arms, smiling coldly. Looks like watching a good show.

Chen Wenwen naturally understood the meaning of Zhang Wenya’s words, so she
agreed and smiled.

“Yes, this young master, should you pay?” “5.2 million, our shop does not accept credit.”

“As long as you take it out, this wedding dress will naturally belong to you.”

That’s it, present. Everyone looked at Mark and his wife, waiting for their answer.

“Huh, how do you play it now?” Chen Wenwen sneered and smiled in her heart.

She didn’t think that the two people in front of her could pay so much money. They
talked big if they didn’t have the money, and in the end they just humiliated themselves.



“I didn’t bring so much cash, just swipe the card.”

Ignoring the sarcasm of Chen Wenwen and others, Mark directly followed Manager Sun
and walked towards the front desk.

“I’m going!” “Does this bastard dare to pay?” “But it’s okay, let me see when you can
pretend.”

Seeing Mark actually went to the front desk to pay, Chen Wenwen and others No doubt
it was unexpected.

Tan Xiaojing also showed a surprised look.

Are they really ordinary people?

In this way, under everyone’s gaze, Mark came to the cash register.

“Sir, you put the card on it, and then enter the password.”

Manager Sun said politely.

Mark nodded and asked, “Red Flag Bank’s Supreme Black Card, should you support
it?” What?

“Are you a black card user of Hongqi Bank?” When Manager Sun heard the words, his
face suddenly changed, and his gaze at Mark suddenly became more respectful.

Red Flag Bank has existed in Wrilfill for many years. As a world-renowned private bank,
Manager Sun naturally knows what Red Flag Bank’s black card users represent.

Not only wealth, but also a status symbol.

“Otherwise?” “Do you still think I am arguing with you?” Mark sneered, his words were
cold.

Manager Sun’s face suddenly became paler.

Chen Wenwen, Zhang Wenya and others changed their expressions immediately.

Especially seeing Mark’s self-confident look, my heart suddenly lost.

Could it be that the man in front of him is really a black card user of Hongqi Bank?

In a short time, all the sarcasm in the hall disappeared.

A bit of panic and regret emerged in the hearts of Chen Wenwen and others.



There was cold sweat on his forehead.

She couldn’t imagine, if the person in front of her was the owner of the black card, what
would happen to her?

And while everyone was panicked, Mark had already reached into his trouser pocket to
take the card.

But the next moment, Mark’s face suddenly changed.

“Ciao, it’s broken.”

“I changed my pants in the morning and Ka forgot to take it out.”

Mark patted his forehead, looked at his wife, and smiled awkwardly.

Quiet, quiet for a long time.

For a few seconds, the whole hall was silent, only the breeze murmured.

Everyone was shocked on the spot!

After a long time, Manager Sun’s deep and suppressed anger came.

“Brother, are you playing with me?”
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